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FOR EWORDI.L

'The Second Line of Offence," as it has been truly
called, is the long line of untiring machinery running twenty-
four hours daily and its crews of workers who have so ably
and so abundantly supplied the men of Canada and their
allies with the materials that bring victory,

The Russell Motor Car Comnpany feels that an ex-
pression of thanks is due the men and women of its Second
Line of Offence, those whose efforts made possible what was
said to be an impossible task; and to themn this book is
dedicated-a recognition and a record of loyal and faithful
service in the performance of which all were doing their
bit with our brave boys in the trenches,

President.
Toronto, December 3lst, 1917.
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SECOND UNE of OF PENCE,
BY SHAW NEWTON

of the wealth of England; the nation which his generation
has seen raise the miraculous sum of £130,000,000 in a
single year. That was just seventy-five years ago. To-day
the menition of £130,000,000 jingles in the cars of even the
miost ordinary of mortals, like thc ring of so mucli pocketmoney. England is spending more every rnonth and has been doing so for many

months. War has so accustomed us to think in terms of sheer bigness; in budgets
of billions, in armies larger than whole nations of the older days, in batties that make
the affrays of Napoleon read like a skirmish or a trench raid; that only the stupendous
is apt to count any more. And yet, the part that the sinail things play counts more
than ever before.

If it strikes you as ridiculous to say that victory rests upon 1 4OOOth of an inch,remain tolerant of the foolish remark until you have had lime and the opportunity
to consider the fuze.

So big is its job and so important, that the fuze seems a inechanism altogether
too delicate, and Swiss-watch-like. Wîthout the fuze the hugest sheli would drop into
enemy works with no more effeet than an equal weight of stone or concrete. Without
the fuze there could bc no shrapnel, no high explosive shell, no torpedo, no mine; in
tact, the warfare that we know now could not go on at ail.

And in exactly the proportion that it is important, the fuze is delicate. Thefirst function of the fuze is to explode the charge in the sheil. The second (and thisis just as important, if flot more so than the first) is flot to explode it except precisely
when, and precisely where, the explosion should occur. The tiny jet of flame must becarried from the detonator to the charge with an accuracy measured in fractions of asecond, and with absolute dependability; for the success of the calculation of a wholecampaÎgn may rest upon its doing its work. And doing its work means that a tiny
ferrule of annealed bronze miust resist a pressure of so many pounds-and no more;
that a diminutive brass rod must move at the impulse of a calculated centrifugal force
and not sooner; that the resistance and flexibility of a delicate coul spring be true to
mathematical exactness. Upon such LITTLE things depends the burst of the shell
and SUCCESS IN THE GRFATEST WAR THAT THE WORLD HAS EVER
KNOWN.

As you enter Plant No. 3, which is one of the factories where the RUSSELL
MOTOR CAR COMPANY is working twenty-four hours a day at fuze-making, your
first impression wiIl be one of utter, bewildering confusion. And your second will be
that a huge roomful of snarling, irritable automatics can sing a Hymn of Hate of
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incredible venomn and vigor. The third thing that will occur to you is that the only

person at ail who is confused, or bewildered, is yourself. No one lias noticed your

coming. No one is showing the least curiosity about your inspection tour. No one

will note your going about. No one, except you, hears the Hymn of Hate. Everyone

else is too busy making fuzes; and making fuzes, even with automatic machinery that

possesses human intelligence to a degree that is uncanny, is not the kind of work which

allows much speculation as to the identity of the casual visiter.

For a while you are as one corne suddenly out of a dark room into a blinding light.

Then what was mere mass begins te take on forrm, noises to have meaning; and the

whole resolves itself finally into Work. And this is work of a kind that you wilI rarely

see. For it is work with no waste motions here, and work with no lost minutes. The

big automatic machines are chewing up steel rods four at a time, and never stop.

Just ahead are the single spindie automatics, the turret-lathes, the drills, the thread-

millers-not waiting-but working; each one, in its proper turn, doing its bit in

fashioning the chunk of metal that the machine behind has turned out. And there

are no gaps of minutes, or even of seconds, when the machine ahead is waiting, and

there is neyer a time when the machine behind is piling up work on the one next in

line. It is a sight to delight the eye of a factory man. The huge, square building is

crowded from end to end with serried rows of busy machinery and hundreds of

busy girls; and the wliole work progressing with a harmony of action that only'the

highest efficiency and the finest esprit de corps can produce.

This is Plant No. 3. It is turning out 600,000 fuzes a month. One of the

Managers told me that it would be no difficult matter to increase the production by

100,000 per month if lie were called on te do it.

However exceptional the degree of efficiency and teamn work you liave just

witnessed, and which you will see duplicated at tlie Purman building and in the

Duncan Street building and in tlie Sheli Plant, you can get no adequate idea of what

has been accomplished unless you know a little of the history of the fuze industry in

Canada.

September, 1916, is liardly a year

gone by. To-day you watch women and

men turn out every twenty-four hours

enougli fuzes to send ten million pounds

of shelîs with their message to the Hun.
Here, September, 1916, was nothing more

j ~j than a stretcli of open field.
~À; ~--U

In addition to the lack of factories,
machines and a force to run them-

things considered essential to the suc-
cess of well-regulated munitions manu-
facture-not a soul connected with the
Company two short years ago liad ever

seen a fuze. And as big an obstacle
as it may seem, and as in fact it was,

the factory, in comparison witli tlie other
things that had to be found before the



company could begin to fulfili its contract obligation, presented, ail in aIl, the fewest
difficulties. It was easier to get a factory than it was to get help. And it was easier
to get help than it was to get machinery or material.

Industrial conditions in Toronto the year following the war were sucli that asuitable building was located without exceptional difficulty. The real problem wasthe obtaining of the needed equipment of machinery, tools, supplies and materials -and recruiting and training a working force with the ability and the will to develop ahigh productive capacity in the face of unusual quality restrictions and in an exceed-ingly short time. Time was as precious as- not gold, for Canada had promisedthings more precious than that--but as precious as steel, brass, shrapnel and finished
fuzes.

The management found its problems were not confined to the four walls of abuilding, for to the city, nor to the province. It must go to ail Canada and to ail theUnited States for the countless things needed, and get them in the teeth of the fiercestscrambie for supplies that has ever been known. Every machine shop was overflowingwith a flood of orders. Orders were taken with no guarantee whatever. Machinesand machine tools could be ordered with the utmost confidence that they would flotbe delivered within months of the time specified. Castings, forgings, steel and brasswere obtainable by hardly any means short of force.

Ordering what one wanted and letting il go at that was a hopeless procedure-little short of industrial suicide. Supplies were to the swift, machines to the tenacious.What the Company wanted it had to go and get, and that is exactly what it did. Withina week after the needs of the situation had heen determined its representativeswere in industrial centres ail over the United States watching the Russell order.Nothing was allowed to interfere with its progress. Nothing was allowed to standin the way of its shipment. If a rail congestion threatened and a shipmentseemed likely to be held up, the Company's representative rode Io Canada inthe same car with the shipment and stayed there until it landed in Toronto. Ifthe car was headed for a layover on some out-of..the-way siding- and it often was-
it was his business to get it off the siding
and on its way again. The means these
men employed to keep their shipments
moving when no one else got their stuif
on time, or expected to, I do not know.
To date no one has asked them and
they have volunteered no information at
ail. I do know, however, that they did ~
what they were sent to do. And I do
know, too, that 90,000 pounds of brass
and tons of automatics were rushed into
Toronto by express. And I do know that
in a remarkably short time-less than
90 days, to be exact-the factory was
ready; fully equipped with machinery,
well stocked with the precious tools and ~
material; and what is more, there was a

- ------- ------



working force waiting to man the lathes and the drills; a force well organized, wel

directed, and already gone through wbat training could be given in so short a time.

Incidentally the workers who were waiting to, do the "manning" were not men but,

f or the most part, women. Women munitions workers, the flrst that Canada had seen;

a departure from the paths of precedent by the Russell Motor Car Company that was

shortly to be followed throughout the Dominion.

The employment of women war workers in the great munitions plants of England

was not a new or untried measure. Years before the war economic conditions had

forced the transfer of female labour from the miii to the factory. Women, from genera-
tiens of familiarity with f actory methods, had accustomed themselves to its conditions

and requirements. War saw nothing more than expansion, on a large scale, of a

system already in practice. In Canada the situation was altogether a different one.

There were comparatively few women workers and what there were, were employed
f or the most part in the offices and the shops.

But Canada, sparsely populated from the first, had sent hundreds of thousands
of her young men -her workers-to the fields of France. Toronto had sent more

than any other city in the Dominion. The disruption of the social fabric was wide-

spread and presented a problema of formidable proportions for which there was but
one solution-female labour.

Naturally there were those who had misgivings. Women, they argued, have
neither the strength to run the machine nor the generations of precedent behind them

to accustom them to the rigid discipline of factory routine. Women are used to, com-
ïng and going as tbey please; household work, and even office work, have none

of the rigid elements of factory labour. Woman labour would f ail.

As far as they went these sceptics were rigbt. They had simply overlooked
two very fundamental facts. One of these was woman' s innate capacity and adapt-

ability. The other the quiet determaination that had sprung up within her, from a

realization that she could do ber part in alleviating and shortening the sufferings
caused by the great war,

To-day, with nearly 4,000 women workers

on the pay-roll, there is no one in the
Company's organization who is a whit less than
an enthusiast wben he tells you what women
workers can do. A mechanic is not apt to

~ over-praise. The nature of bis training and bis
practical mind tend to make him conservative,
especially when he is a master of his craft,
and more particularly when it is very easy to
detect slipping off bis tongue a definite Scotch
burr or the broad "a" of England, as hle tells
you startling statistics in support of bis argu-
ment that women in some departments can

produce anywhere from ten to one hundred

per cent. more than the men who used to
work on machines.

There are instances where production bas
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been doubled and more than doubled. And in nearly ail cases, where the character
of the work was flot incompatible with lier strength, the woman lias done as well,
where she lias flot done better, than the man she replaccd.

Woman runs a lathe the way she knits a sock. She develops to, an almost
unbelievable degree a compicte co-ordination of muscle, vision and machine. Her
entire task becomes an habituai reaction. She works without rcalizing it. She under-
goes a minimum of mental strain, and to the extent that she works with it she becomes,
in effect, as mechanical as the machine itsclf and a part of it. This faculty is the
secret of woman's succcss in repetition work, and certainly this success cannot bc
questioned.

What difficulty there was came not from the woman's inability to run machines,
but in adjusting lierself to an entirely new order of environment and regularity of
service. From pounding a typewriter in a downtown office is a far and liard jump to
punching a time dlock-especîally if you arc on the early morning shift, And if ail
you have ever donc before lias been to make the bcd and keep your room in order and
maybe help witli dishes -or if you had been called upon to do nothing more strenuous
than drive your own car, or a golf ball, and then aIl of a sudden had found yourself amere unit in a big factory system, expected to obcy rules and regulations and held
accountable for not your hours, but your minutes, you couîd begin to appreciate thedegree of determiînation, control and will to be of service that actuated the womnen
who came, and who stayed on, doing thcir bit as grimîy and as uncomplainingly as
the men across the water.

On January 1, 1916, whcn operations commenced the Company had an organiza-
tion- not perfect, nor anywhere near it, but an orgaization that knew its work and
did its work with a liarmony and a persistencc that in a few months placcd produc-
tion so far ahead of the monthly contract schedule that the Company was able to
show a decided reduction on former prices on ecd new contract. At the same time
the workers were cnjoying a wage of most unusual proportion. And ecd day secs
added to the factories improvements in hospital facilities, lunch and rcst rooms, and
other welfarc measures, which impress one as
bcing almost lavish in vicw of thc temporary
character of munitions manufacturing.

Tie succcss of the first venture into a
new realm of manufacture with a new type
of worker had hardly had time to make itself
apparent, before the award of a contract for /.~
the manufacture of 2,500,000 fuzes of a new
type brouglit tic Company face to face with
a new and greater task than had confronted
them tie ycar before. In September, 1916 J
when this contract for No. 101 fuzes was 4
awarded-Toronto was a different city. In
1915 the securing of a factory was a minor N
obstacle. lIn 1916 it was well nîgi impos-4 ; -

sible and to this situation was added the
tact that tools and materials could only be



gotten by the same strenuous efforts as before, and that labour was scarcer
than ever.

Naturally the experience of 1915 had pretty well determined the method of
going about ordering machinery, tools and raw material and making sure their
delivery-and this method was followed throughout with resuits equally good. The
plant was the problem. The time allowance stipulated in the contract indicated
that approximately 3,000 hands would be required to fulfili the obligation, and in ail
Toronto there was no building available which was anywhere near adequate to house
that mnany. A plant would have to be buiît and there was at the very outside three
months in which to do it al plan, layout, erect, equip and put into working order.

The work commenced September 15. On that day the piers for a building 300 by
290 were sent înto the ground.

Forty-two days later the overhead gear was complete and in place.

One hundred and two days later-on December l 2 -power was connected and
the machinery started.

In the month of December 14,000 fuzes were turned out and accepted.
The following April 350,000 were manufactured, in June 650,000 graze fuzes and

350,000 time fuzes, totalling 1,000,000 for the month. To-day the capacity can be
-maatained-at a-nillion, -but 'production is so far ahead of schedule that it is doubt-
ful that this amount wiil ever be calied for.

In this No. 3 plant, every single day, 125,000 pounds of steel bars are fed into
the jaws of ravenous automata; and every second beat of your pulse a finished fuze
passes the critical scrutiny of the inspectors. Here as you listen to the crunch of
the lathes, the whine of the drills, and see hundreds of feet of shafting over your
head, and miles of belting whirring and humming around you, and the marvel of
whirlwind production in the midst of a seeming whirlwind of confusion, you find it
hard to believe that flot a year ago this was open sky and open field.

The achievement of the Company's organization cannot
be accredited to any one individual or group of individ-
uais. It is not the work of a departmnent, or of depart-
ments. The people who did the work are peopie such as
you see and I see on the streets of every Dominion city.W-n They are, for the most part, Canadians. Amongst them
are English, Scotch and Americans. There are men whose
lives and whose skili have been devoted to the lathe.
There are men who neyer saw the interior of a machine

t shop before the war. There are women drawn from ail
....... the walks of life; those who have always known what it is

to earn their own ways and do their own thinking and
live the economicaily îndependent lives that the civiliza-
tion of the New World first mnade woman's privilege.
And there are those who never before knew what soiling
the hands 'neant.

These are working side by side, lathe to lathe. The
minute they pass the gate and don their working clothes

1
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ail differences in condition and ail differences in purpose cease. When work
commences there is an equality such as even America neyer saw before. These
girls are earning a wage that f ew men ever earned before the war. Twenty, thirty,
and even forty dollars in the weekly pay envelopes are so frequent as to elicit no
surprise. In spite of this no one yet has hinted that high wages was the answer to
the question, and no one who has ever seen these fuze workers on the job would,

Two very significant things will obtrude thernselves upon the attentive person-
the number of married women, most of them young women, whose names you will see
on the time card rack; and the proportion of those who, as the shifts change, corne and
go in mourrnng.

I was talking to one of the girls in the factory about this one afternoon just follow-
ing the late July offensive in Flanders. "They've just taken Sanctuary Wood,"
she said; "you remember the fighting there two years ago. They had used up their
ammunition allowance and the Gerînans drove them out. My brother -was killed in
that fight. But there's plenty of ammunition now, and I arn helping to make it."

There you have the secret in a sentence. A fuze, if it is properly made, may be
the means of killing anywhere from one to one hundred Germans. The fuze that
fails to work, and the fuze that does flot get there, may mean, on the other hand, the
deaths of as many gallant Canadians, and amongst those Canadians are brothers,
fathers, sweethearts, friends. The girl who does not do her bit and do it a little better,
and a little harder than she can, knows down in her heart that she is potentially a
murderer.

This Bookiet describes the Company's activities
during the period of maximum production up to
November, 1917. Since that time there have been
important changes in the organization and in the
character of the output, which we hope to tell of in
our next edition.
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BODY BOTTOM RING
TOP RING

The operations in the manufacture of the body commence in the basement of
the Purman Building, where a battery of turret lathes equipped with air-chucks-
operated by men-"rough" the stem, or upper end. In this operation the cylindricai
surface is machined down to about .020" oversize, four machines turning out about
1,400 bodies per hour. The next operation finish turns the base end. The stem end,
semi-finished, is held in a collet and a turret lathe machines the base end. The
machining includes borÎng and counter-boring the pellet-hole, machining the seat
angle, forming the magazine chamber, and turning the outside diameter of tliread
ready for thread milling. A subsequent operation rough forms the outside face,
or cone angle, and the platform on which the bottom ring is to be seated.

WYMauacurê ol> Wo. 8 0
TIME andî PERCUSSIONî FUIZE

~ HE No. 80 fuze is of the type that can be set to explode the sheil
at any second of time determined upon (up to twenty-two seconds
after leaving the gun), the timing apparatus being accurate to
tenths of a second. The method of operation of the firing elements
of the fuze is as follows. A stirrup spring holds the time pellet,
containing the time detonator, away from the needie, preventing

ignition. The time pellet gains enougli impetus from the firing of the gun to collapsethe stirrup spring and impinge the time detonator on the firing needie. Detonation
resuits, igniting the powder train in the top ring. This in turn ignites the train in thebottom ring and from there the flash is carried into the sheli and the explosion follows.

The time of explosion is regulated by setting the moveable bottom ring,
according to the tîme graduations on the fuze.

In addition to the time element there is present also a percussion element. Thisignites the powder in case the sheil strikes an object before the timing element
functions, or in case the timing element for any reason fails to work properly.

The percussion pellet, containing the percussion detonator, is located in the baseend of the fuze and functions directly, the detonator being thrown against the needie
by the impact of the sheli and the flash is communicated immediately to the explosive
charge of the sheli. The exact working of the percussion pellet is more completely
described on page 28.

The body and cap are made from brass forgings. The rings and base plugs are
cut from brass rods (as shown below).

CAP



GENERAL VIEW 0F BODY MACHINING DEPARTMENT

BODY MACIIINING

<JBy the time the body reaches the Body Machining Department, which

is shown above, the stem end lias been roughed, and the base end is

in fairly complete form. Here the stem end goes through eight different

machining processes, each one of the tools requir-
ing about eight seconds to complete its part of
the job. After this lathe lias fin-
ished its work, practically ail the
major niachining operations

on the body have been done.
In the sixty seconds that

the body is in this lathe
the form for the cap
thread is cut, the stem
hole is rough drilled,
reamed and sized, the
stem turned, the serra-
tions in the ring plat-
form are cut, the groove

on the outside surface
into which the brass

capsule or cuver is sol-
dered is formed, and

varions minor flnishing

operations are done. MACHINING STEM END 0F BODY
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DRILLING OPERATIONS ON BODY

The complete department for machining the Stem end of the body can tr u
abot 1,00 unts da, wrking two shifts. There are nineteen men on a shift andnineteen inspectors, one to each machine.

Before the drilling commences there are two threading operations which are flotillustrated, cutting the thread on the stem for cap, and the thread in the base for thebase plug, the work being done on machines capable of threading 3,000 bodies a day.
OPERATIONS ON THE BODY IN THE DRILLING DEPARTMENT

ÇIn the drilling department there are between thirty-five and forty women in eachshift, the machines stretching in a long row, back to, back, fromn one end of the building
to te oter.The work of this department is for the

mnost part drilling the two flash holes, and the
needle hole. The latter hole is also counter-

bored and thread cut. In addition, the
platformi is reamed ready for the gradua-
tions which are stamped on it in a subse-

quent operation, and the keyslot and
undercut are milled. .Many of these

operations seem of a minor nature
when we think of the fuze as a whole,
but every one of them contrîbutes
directly to the effectiveness of the
finished product. Not only the high-
est degree of skîlI and accuracy is
called for and insisted upon in theTINNING FLANGE FOR COVER



inspection of this work, but an extraordinary rate of

speed lias to be developed and maintained. The

accuracy of these operatîves is assured by a corps of

inspectors to every one or two machines in the bat-

tery- -in addition to complete shop and government

inspections that follow. Following the drilling, a

corps of thirteen giris solder a thin shoulder of tin on

outside edge of the body (illustration on page 17).

The purpose of the rima of

tin is to maintain an absol-

utely water-tight surface

after the brass cover is put in
place. These thirteen, work-
ing with an electric soldering

tocaii turn out on an aver-
age of 1,500 bodies a day

each. There is one inspector

to every two machines.

Alter this operation we may
consider that the manufac-

ture of the body is practically
finished. However, the
illustrations on this page

which show the stamping of

the time graduations and
the enamelling of the
graduations and numbers,

PUTTING TIME GRADUATIONS ON THE BODY îllustrate two ve~r essential
features of the finished fuze.

On the perfect accuracy of relation between these graduations and the flash hole rests

the precision of the timing of the explosion and consequent effectiveness of the artiller-

ist's work. The first picture shows how the graduations are put on. A specially con-

structed die was designed (after very elaborate experiments) to performa this operation.

This die is moveable under the power press and provided with suitable guiding

strips. The die is pulled toward the operator, the body placed on a locating pad

in the die and the die

pushed under the press to

a locating stop. Alter the

blow of the press is de-

livered the die is pulled

toward the operator again

and the body ejected by a

throwout arrangement.

This enables the operator
to load and unload the

die without the risk of

putting her hand under

the press.
ENAMELLING GRADUATIONS ON THE BODY
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FINAL FACTORY INSPECTION 0F BODIES

After the graduations are stamped the figures are rolled on by a hand press, thesafety cross" (the point at which the fuze is set while the sheil is being handled)is put on, also by hand, and the body is careful!y washed in gasoline before theenamelling 15 done. The present method of enamelling, which was worked out in thefactory, is not only very much faster, but a very mucli pleasanter task than formerly.The body rests on a pivot and is rotated by the operator who enamels the entiresurface of the rim. Then, after drying, the bodies are polished on a revolving head,
and the surplus enamel taken off.

FINAL FACTORY INSPECTION 0F BODIES
Ail the operations on the body have been inspected as they were compIeted with anaccuracy almost unheard of in any other line of work. In fact, about one-fourth of theworkers in the various departments are trained inspectors, and every body, before itcornes for the final factory inspection, has been examined three or four times at thevery least, and gauges *'go- and "no go" have been used after every new step.In the department where the final factory inspection is made there are employed

about ninety people. These people have all had a special training under the head ofthis department and are employed in no other sort of work. They are trained to, use
three niethods in examining a fuze body-methods also employed in inspecting otherparts and shells. The first is the "visual"-and the eyes of these experts are so highly
trained that imperfections amounting to a bare hundredth of an inch rarely escape their
notice. Then by touch, too, they are able to feel the very slightest variation from the
normal. Following this is the gauge method. Two gauges for every dimension are
used, a "go" which is supposed to pass readily over the part measured, and a "no go"

îhch must not pass. The percentage of "rejects" from government inspection after
these people have completed their work is surprisingly small.

19
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Processes in (A'el" 4kmuracture
of /iine Wiiiff

~ HE two time
rings used on
the No. 80 1

fuze are
maeainr
mae incor

at King and Duncan
Streets. As before
stated, these rings
are nmade from solid
bars. In the first
operation a bar is
pushed through the
lathe spindie and
rough bored about
eight or nine inches.
The rings are then
chamfered and cut
off, a suitable allow- BORING AND CUTTING OFF TIME RINGS

ance being made for the subsequent finishing operations. There are seven of these

machines working day and night, four top rings, three on bottom, with a capacity of
270 bottoni or 200 top rings per hour.
Ç After the rough boring and cutting off, which is done by mien, the rings are bored,
reamed, and faced by women operators. A combination tool is used on this work-

of late design-with which an
operator can produce 3,000
rings in one shift of nine
hours. This means that

twelve operators working nine
hours can accomplish what

was formerly
done by twenty-

one operators in
two eight-hour
shifts. The fac-
ing of the bot-

tom ring is done
by a serrating
tool similar to

that eniployed
on the platform.

BORING AND FACING TIME RINGS of the body-to



VIEW 0F DEPARTMENT FOR BORING AND FACING TIME RINGS
provide, in both cases, seating for a feit washer. You will find working on theselathes the first women operators in Canada. This is a process which is decidedlylaborious, and requires strength as well as skill, and it furnished a notable example
of the efficîency of women.

The first boring operation on the rings removes considerable of the surplusmetal from the outside diameter. This turning finishes to exact size. The illus-tration below shows the operation which machines the profile of the rings-the
part that forms the conical section of the fuze. There are twelve turret lathes on thiswork and the women are averaging about 1,500 a day with a high record of twenty-five
hundred. The productive capacity of these machines has been greatly increased by adesign originated in the Russell machine shops by which the time of putting the ringinto the machine and of removing it was ver-y materially shortened. This, by theway, is only one of the many contributions of the expert mnachinists in the Russell
organization, which has doue ils share toward increasing production and decreasing
costs.

The flash from detonation as it
passes from the top to the bottom
ring needs air for proper combustion,
Hence there is provided an escape
hole which is bored into the side of
the bottom ring. As the flash reaches
the escape hole it blows off the brass
disc which covers it and thus exposure
to the air îs secured. In order that
the brass escape hole disc fits tightly
it is necessary to recess the escape
hole. Five milling machines--such
as are shown on page 22 -with a daily FINISHING TURNINGO0F TIME RINGSJ'!'



MILLING ESCAPE HOLE

capacity of three thousand are used in xnilling the escape hole. The recessing

is done later among the many minor operations that are necessary before the rings

are in a finished condition. These minor operations, in addition to the recessing

process, have to do mainly with assembling, milling and flnishing the setting pin

or wrench pin whîch is in the side of the bottom ring and is used in adjusting

for time; milling the under-cut-a recess in the bore of the top ring, which serves

as an air chamber ; and burring off slight

irregularities which are thrown up by the

rapidly revolving tools. When I speak of

these as minor operations I use the word
"minor" as referring to size perhaps, and to

lime necessary for their completion. It has

nothing to do with their importance. So far

as thai is concerned there are no minor

operations in fuze manufacture. The "slight

irregularity"-and slight it is, so slight that

neither you nor I could detect it-can spoil

ail the work of the rest. It can mean that
hundreds of dollars worth of time, labor

and materials have gone for nothing-or
worse. have failed where a failure can mean

more to civilization and happîness than we

can tell.
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MACHINING BASE PLUGS

~ HE base Plug screws into the base of the fuze; lin ordinary
language it would be spoken of as the "bottom" of il. It holds
the percussion ele-
ment s in place and
also directs the es-
caping flash into the

powder tube of the sheil. The
base plug î5 cut from brass bars
in automatie lathes with
four spindies. On these
machines the înside
face is finished and
counterbored, and the
thread and outside face
are roughed. A smal
hole is bored lin the
centre which pilots the

tools for the subse-
quent counterborîng
operations.

g The next operation
is done on small
turret lathes. For this MILLING SLOT ON BASE PLUGS
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operation the base plug is held by the counterbore on an expanding arbor. This
counterbore is finished in the first operation, and holding by this means insures con-
centricity of the one face with the other. In this position the outside face is finished
and the base plug is finish bored and counterbored for the washer.

There are five women working on this operation and each of their machines
has a capacity of about 2,500 a day. The third and only other major operation on the
base plug is the milling of the siots (shown on page 23). These siots meet over the
base plug hole, forming a deep cross. Their purpose is to form channels for the flash as
it passes into the sheli to form the last part of the course, uninterrupted except when
the fuze is set at "safety" through which the tongue of flame, which is to s0W destruc-
tion and scatter bullets on earth and man below, passes from the detonator to the
powder tube. This milling is done with a four point indexing fixture and a
circular saw. Four machines are operated with an average capacity of 3,200 daily.

These processes finish the base plug manufacture with the exception of drilling
the wrench holes in the bottom, boring, counterboring and tapping the filler screw
hole, and finish sizing the thread.

PACKING BODIES FOR SHIPMENT TO LOADING POINTS



FINISH MACHINING 0F CAPS

HE cap or nose of the fuze
operation bores and
counterbores the cham-
ber for the time pellet
and taps the inside
thread which screws

onto the stem of the body.
The operation which finishes machin-

ing the profile of the caps (shown above)
requires a great amount of continuous
exertion, and in consequence is considered
one of the most arduous of ail operations
in connection with the No. 80 fuze, due to
the f act that the cutting tool is engaged by
a continuous pressure of the arm. In
spite of this women do ail of this work.
The ten machines in this department
together turn out over 17,000 caps a
day.

The illustration at the right shows
one of the simpler drill operations on
which skillful operators have worked up

is made from a brass forging. The first

THREADING SET SCREW HOLES
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tremendous speed.
Three girls who
work on these drills

complete more than
12,000 a working
day, and a record for
a single girl on an
eight-hour shift is
very close to 5,000.
The purpose of the
set screw is to hold
the cap firmly in

place after it is
threaded onto the
stem.

SIZINCz SET SCREW HOLES AND THREADING CAPS

The illustration above shows one of the very few hand operations stili continuj
the Compauy's plants. The previous operation usually leaves a slight burr or rough
which would prevent screwing the cap onto the stem of the body. The girls il
department remove the burr and size the thread. The new operatives are "br
in" on this work, as the first part of their training for handling the more dii
machine work.

GOVERNMENT INSPECTION, TIME RINGS, CAPS AND BASE PLUGS

. .................. ... ......... ........
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TUE FIRING ELEMENTS
IE No. 80 fuze contains the small parts shown in the illustration
below, The numerous small parts which make up the firing
elements are made in a separate department on Brown-Sharpe
automatic machines. These machines are about as human as it is
possible to have machinery; brass rods of various sizes are fed in and
each part machined and cut off to length, as shown below.

2 1. Ferrule. 5. Wr l Pin

3. rime Pelet. 7. Percusion Pellet
4. Time Pellet Screw. Scr.,w.

w

INSPECTION 0F SMALL PARTS
The methods used in their inspection are similar in nature to those followed

out in the inspection of the fuze bodies, that is: superhuman accuracy and infinite
care applied to the minutest details of countless thousands of exasperating littie parts
that must be riglit, and in this department the women, with Sharp eyes and sensitive
fingers trained to find f ault where others see only perfection, work over the time
pellets, percussion pellets and plugs, ferrules, base plug screws and other parts that
are turned out by the Brown-Sharpe automatics, described above. Illustrations of
these machines are shown on pages 45 and 46.

SHOP INSPECTION OF SMALL PARTS
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HE vitals of the fuze con -
~ sist of the two pellets con-

taining the detonators, the
stirrup sprin'gs and the fer-
rule. More rests upon their
perfect co-ordination than

upon the most delicate human organ, for upon
the latter but one life depends. The action of
the percussion pellet is as follows: When the
gun is discharged the impetus is great enougli
to collapse the stirrup spring and force the
ferrule up to the shoulder of the pellet, mak-
ing of the three elements, iLe., pellet, spring
and ferrule, one unit. This is called arming the
percussion pellet. This unit, however, is stili
held in position away from the firing needie
by the creep spring. If the sheli in flight
should hit anything or the timing mechanism
fail to function before the sheli hits the

HEAT TREATMENT 0F FERRULES FOR ARMING ground, the impact would be enough to collapse
the creep spring and impinge the detonator onto
the firing needie. An incredibly slight shock will
explode the sheli after the pellet is "armed."
Ordnance men say that the sheil hitting a twig
in flight would explode. A study of these actions
will make it plain that two very important prop-
erties are required of both the ferrule and the
stirrup spring, narnely: they must yîeld at one
pressure, and must not yield at another ever so
slightly less. This pressure may not vary more
than 100 pounds in either direction-a most deli-
cate fraction considering that it is exerted in a
mass of steel moving through the air at a speed of
over five hundred miles an hour. In the case of
the ferrule, this calîs for an annealing process of
the utmost delicacy. These ferrules are treated at
1400'F. for a period of ten minutes, which brings
them to the proper plasticity. The annealing is
followed by an acîd bath to remove traces of GVRMN RIG'ETFRFRUE
oxidation. After this they are gauged and must
corne within an allowance of .0005". The pellet is also held down to the same
microscopic proportions, for the slightest variation in these elements alters their
relation to each other and hence effects the pressure at which the pellet will arrn.



C HE No. 80 fuze is protected by a brass capsule or

soldered to the tinned edge mentioned on page 18.
and the few
small parts
which can

be stamped
are made by a separate
organization in the build-
ing at King and Duncan
Streets. These covers are
stamped out of sheet brass
on machines which have
a capacity of 35,000 per
day.

A second operation is
required to finish the work

-that of trimming the
edge. This is done on a
power press.

cover which is
These covcrs

BLANKING AND) FORMING covERS

Two of the most important parts in the functioning of the No. 80 Fuze are the
percussion pellet stirrup spring, and the time pellet stirrup spring. Both of these parts

are stamped out on special machines, working
at high speed and efficiency. out of sheet brass,
annealled and gauged to precise limits. Both
of these springs have very narrow limits, in
pounds pressure at which they function. If
the limits are exceeded, they would function
at the wrong time, with probable disaster not
only to the crew manning the gun from which
they were fired, but to the gun itself.

While, therefore, the automatic stamping
out of these littie springs seems simpl:city
itself when watching the operation of the
machine, it must not be overlooked that some
expert has worked and thought carefully to
make sure that perfect springs are cut out
and will not only do their job right but at the
rîght time. The production of these springs
was the most delicate work done in the stamp-
ing department.

TRIMMING COVERS

§/rass Stamlplng @eparfment
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WcWV IEN BEHIND-
t/Çe MEN BEHIND iPeGCUNS

~ N ils war work it has been the policy of the Company to utilize female
labour wherever possible, and the accompanying illustration clearly
shows the worlcing out of this policy at its several plants. Here
1h e 'morning shift" is shown leaving the Company's building at
King and Duncan Streets, after a period of strenuous activity on

No. 80 Time and Percussion Fuzes.

Intelligence, industry, and an inspiring sense of duty have enabled the
Company's workers to keep a streama of munitions steadily fiowing to our
valiant defenders on the battlefields of Europe.

31
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AVETERAN MUNITION WORKER
ULY a veteran in the munitions

business! She has been at it, in

England and Canada, since lier thir-

teenth year. Her experience covers
work on Lyddite sheils, bombs, fuzes,

gunpowder, and practically every form

of ammunition produced to back up

the past and present fighting men of

the British Empire. She, too, lias

passed through the "danger zone"

in hier country's cause, having

experienced the shock of two explo-

sions and also having been twice

attacked by gunpowder poisoning.

Stili she 'carries on," and daily with

heart and eye and hand she labors

to, aid our men in the mighty task

that called them overseas. In the

illustration you can see the Muni-

tioneer's Medal she is wearing, and

she is stili intent upon adding other

bars to those she lias already s0
faithfully earned. Women of hier

type made Britain great; may Britain
neyer Iack daughters of similar
courage and loyalty!

The illustrations on this page

show this operator working on the

second operation on caps. She is

handling a Turrett Lathe, and pro-

ducing about 2,400 caps a day at

one of the most arduous and exact-

ing processes in the whole manu-

facture of fuzes. This operator lias

a record showing lier to be one of

the steadiest operators in munitions

nianufacturing in Canada.
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9anufàcture oltRe No. 101
PERCUSSION FUZE

ý -HE No. 101 fuze is percussion only, and hence its construction is

simpler and it contains fewer parts than the No. 80. The body,
cap and adapter it has no rings are made of bar steel, and the
firing elements of brass. Its operation is as follows: When the
shell is fired its forward force causes the detent spring to conpress
and the detent and detent socket to drop into the detent hole, and

catch there. This action frees the centrifugal bolt which is thrown against the centri-
fugal bolt plug by the rotation of the shell, thus unlocking the percussion, or graze
pellet. Hence during the remainder of the flight the pellet is held away from the
needle by the creep spring alone. At contact the creep spring is compressed and
the burst follows.

SECTION OF BAR STEEL STOCK ROOM

Ç The steel for the body is received in this form: bars 8 feet in length and 2. inches
in diameter. In the manufacture of the 4,500,000 No. 101 fuzes by the Company
over four hundred and twenty-five miles of bar steel were used.

Ç Men do the first operation on the bodies. The steel bars, four at a time, are
machined in a multiple spindle automatic screw machine. These rough shape theIl

w -
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GENERAL VIEW OF MACHINES FOR BODY MAKING

MACHINING BODIES ON MULTIPLE SPINDLE AUTOMATIC SCREW MACHINES
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body, drill the pellet hole and
cut the body off to the proper
length, a set of operations taking
70 seconds (see illustration on
page 36). After machining, the
bodies are washed and inspected,
and the burr caused by the
boring of the pellet hole is
removed by a hand operation.
The second machining opera-
tion, donc by women, on single
spindie automatics, is reaming
the graze pellet hole and f acin g
the seating surface for the cap.
This machine finishes the work
on the pellet hole with the ex-

MACHINING GRAZE PELLET HOLE ON SINGLE ception of cutting the thread. for
SPINLE AJTOMTICthe cap. Time 50 seconds.

At the completion of the work on the pellet hole the body passes to a battery
of turret lathes where the outside tapering surface undergoes three finishing
operations. These lathes cut the groove at the base of the taper, shave the surface
to absolute size, and cut the knurl. The twenty lathes working on this job have a
combined capacity of 35 a minute. The tapping of the thread for the cap, which
is a six-second job, finishes the stem end of the body.

At this point the drilling commences. These operations cover the detent socket
hole; the detent hole, a smaller sized extension of the first; the centrifugal boit hole;
a wrench hole, which is used when the fuze is screwed onto, the sheil; and a set screw
hole. The drilling of the detent hole is a very delicate operation; until the present
method used in the Company's shops was devised the resuits were often unsatisfactory.
The difficulty arose from the fact that the detent hole -very narrow and long in

INDIVIDUAL, VIEW MACHINING GRAZE INDIVIDUAL VIEW SHAVING AND
AND PELLET HOLES GROOVING BODY



GENERAL VIEW SHAVING, GROOVING AND KNURLING TAPER END 0F BODY

COUNTERBORING AND FINISHING ADAPTER END READY FOR MILLING

- - - -------



GENERAL VIEW 0F SMALL

GENERAL VIEW 0F THREAD MILI

DRILL LINE

.. NG DEPARTMENT



proportion-had to be drilled absolutely straight

in order for the detent to function properly.

After considerable experimentation it was found
that the only certain way to drill this hole

straiglit was to use three drills to go a

distance of %' inch. These operations,

shown in the opposite illustration, are similar

except for the section of the hole drilled.

These drilling and tapping operations

take 6 to 12 seconds each, giving a total

time of 22 minutes a fuze.
There are twenty-one machines

doing this work, each with a capacity
of three every two minutes.

DRILLING DETENT HOLE

After the drilling operations a complete
shop inspection is made in thîs department.
As in the case of the 80 fuze, there are
inspectors overseeing every operation as it

is finished. This inspection is carried on
the same way as that of the time fuze:
and "go" '1no go" gauges are used in
addition to a visual inspection.

The illustration on page 39 shows the
thread milling operations carried on in this

department. These thread millers cut off

CLOSE-UP VIEW DRILLS FOR CENTRIFUGAL
BOLT HOLES

the thread on the outside of the fuze

body which fits into the nose of the sheil.

The method is similar to that used in

thread milling the nose and base of the
9.2 sheil. The milling of the outside

thread takes 50 seconds and of the
inside, which is the samne sort of a

Sprocess, 45 seconds. There are fifty
women on each shift employed on

these two operations.
Every fuze is stamped with its

number, lot, and the initiais of the

DRILLING DETENT SOCKET HOLE company which made it. The machine
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STAMPING NAME AND NUMBER ON FUZE BODY

Following the stamping, a large
department of finishers take the pro-
duct in hand and carefully go over
it for imperfections. This ïs the final
operation before the plating, and hence
the last opportunity for the inevitable
inspectors to look for trouble. In this
instance the trouble takes mostly the
form of rough edges thrown up by the
machines, and these are ail burred and
flnished off here.

MILLING THREAI) ON OUTSIDE 0F BOD>Y

BURRING AND FINISHING BODIES BEFORE PLATING

stamps everything except the lot,
which is determined and stamped
on later. Three operators are
requircd to handie this stamping
machine, one to feed, one to
handie, and one to unload. The
skilled workers on this machine are
a fine example of scientific team-
work, and are able to average 4,800
every eight hours on each machine
with littie or no difficulty.



ELECTROPLATI NGÇI S the bodies arrive in the electroplating room they are mechani-
cally perfect, but questionable from the standpoint of cleanliness,

due to their passage frorn oily hands, through oily machines, to

other oily hands, to have a "go" in another oily machine. And

off this oil must corne and off it does corne, for in the Company's

plant they have very îngenious chemists, who change the oîI to

soap, and thus make the fuzes wash themselves. After they have thus washed off

the oil by changing it to soap, they wash off the soap with acid, and then the acid

with water.

The plating itself consists of hanging racks of fuzes in a cyanide of copper solu-

tion until sufficient copper is deposited to coat the surface thoroughly. Then they

are washed again, first in hot water, then in cold water, then in chemicals, and finally

the whole business is blown off clean with an air blast; 26,000 fuzes are so cared for

each day, as well as nearly 90,000 screws and needies.

One of the noteworthy things about the electroplating establishment us the

manner in which the workmien are protected frorn the fumes of cyanide. This

method, forehanded, like most of the Company's methods, instead of drawing off the

fumes atter they reach the air, draws them away as soon as they reach the surface

of the solution, so that they neyer get into the air at ail.

CORNER 0F ELECTRO-COPPER PLATING ROOM

I



GRjCe Udaptfer
COUPLING- PIN carrnes no freight, yet there are few indeed, if any,
who would disparage its usefulness in the make-up of a freight train.
The adapter, the manufacture of which is shown in the two photo-
graphs on this page, is another one of these bits of apparatus which

are more useful for what they get others to do than for what they do thernselves.

The purpose of the adap-
ter is to carry the flash
which is brought about by
so much skill and liard
work in the fuze, down into
the charge ini the shell
where il causes the explo-

In he acig poces sow abve he ome opraors an tur ouater 3,500
adapersa da. Tey fce he daptr t Ienth nd hme the eelo on the
Gain en ofthehole Th reainng oeraion iont adper arenil t red

adaptr. Ths tapis pt on t therate f on oner tete send.Alae

ress-as and t rue Ibis th reapte



vZXe Cap
M E cap, or nose, of the fuze contains the needie which causes the detonation

of the charge in the graze pellet. The rough machining and the cutting of

the outside thread are done on an Acme automatic multiple spindie machine,
with a capacity of 1,400 per twenty-four hour day. Subsequent operations

finish form the head and drill and counter-bore the needie hole, a semi-automatic
hand screw machine being used:
miii the screw driver siot in the

head, tap a thread for the needle
and burr. The screw driver siot

MACHINING CAP

is milled on a hand feed machine at the rate of
approximately 600 per hour. By f ar the most
important operation on the cap is the assembling of

the needle. A specially designed semi-automatic
is used in this work, and great care is taken that

the needle, which is not only threaded rnto the cap, MILLING SCREW DRIVER SLOT IN CAP

ASSEMBLING AND STAKING NEEDLE IN CAP



but permanently affixed with cernent, is screwed down firmly and to the proper
distance. Its length is gauged from the face of the cap to the end of the needie and
only .02 inch is allowed for variation in this measurement. The lower illustration

on page 44 shows the assembling and staking of the needie in the cap.

BATTERY 0F AUTOMATIC MACHINES PRODUCING SMALL PARTS FOR
FIRING ELEMENTS IN THE TIME AND GRAZE FUZES

On the machines shown above are made the numerous small parts that make Up

the firing elements of the fuzes. The automatics on these processes work wîth as

near hurnan intelligence as it is possible for machinery te have. About ail that they

seemn to require is an occasional feeding with another rod or two of brass. Beyond that

they work alone. Some of them will do as many as seven or eight different operations.

5
nffr

1-Graze Pellet Screw. 3-Graze Pellet. 6-Centrifugal Boit.
2-Detent and Centrifugal 4-Needle. 7--Detet Sokt

Boit Screw. S Adapter Screw. 8-Detent.

SMALL PARTS MADE BY THE ABOVE MACHINES

A certain thread is to be tapped, requiring perhaps two seconds. An amusing steel
finger jumps into position with a dignified little jerk; it has finished the thread and
jumps out of position with an equally dignified little jerk. Two seconds exactly.

45
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BROWN-SHARPE MACHINE MAKING GRAZE PELLETS

Another finger, just as prim and methodical, takes its place. This one may miii a siot, or

reama a drill hole, or machine a tiny surface. Its time allowance mayonlybe five seconds,

or perhaps as many as f 'orty. In either case it does its work and goes on its way, while

the rest wait patientiy their proper turn. And as each unit is finished an uncanny metallhc
arm reaches down and removes it. Plenty of oul

they require, and pienty of material but of

human attention or interference they are more

independent than a cat. The automatic shown

in the above picture is making graze pellets.

It does seven different jobs on each pellet, in

f act finishing the pellet except for cutting a siot

am in the base end, and turns out 4,500 a day.

MILLING SCREW DRIVER SLOT
GRAZE PELLETS

The girls milling the slot in the graze
pellet are turning out thirty-five to forty
thousand every twenty-four hours.

ASSEMBLING DETENT AND
SOCKET

The detent and detent socket are assem-

bled by means of a bail and socket joint-an

arrangement which allows the detent to mnove

about freely and thus to catch in the detent

socket hole as the spring us compressed. Two

girls operate the assembling mnachine-a foot

press indexîng die. One feeds the socket, the

other operate$ the machine with her foot and

feeds the detent. They can turn out eight to

nine thousand a shift.

w': àý
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The remaining smail parts
that make up the detent section
of the fuze are ail assembled by
hand, as shown on page 48 the
centrifugal boit, the centrifugal
boit plug, the detent, detent spring,
and detent piug screw. The girls
working on this can assemble
about two hundred fuzes per hour.
The exact significance of this figure
can better be appreciated after you
have tried to do the same thing
and have iost the detent spring,
your temper and your tliumb nail
in SO doing.

LUNCH- ROOM, ASSEMBLING AND INSPECTORS STAFF

PACKING FUZES FOR SHIPMENT

On account of the long journey the fuzes have to make and the bard knocks
they are apt to receive before they get where they can give a few themseives, it is
necessary that each one be packed in a substantiai individual package. The shipping
rooma shown in the picture below, where approximately twenty-five thousand fuzes
are packed and shipped every day, bouses one of the busiest departments of the
Company's organization.

PACKING FUZES FOR SHIPMENT TO THE FRONT
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ASSEMBLING

GENERAL VIEW OF ASSEMBLING ROOM
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THE FIRST CONTRACT
No. 100 " GRAZE FUZE"l(p RODUCTION of the No. 101 Fuze bas been on such a vast scale
and the output so notable that the Company's first contract for
graze fuzes has been somewhat lost sight of. We must not forget,
however, that while the Company's greatest production was in
the manufacture of the No. 101 Graze Fuze, that its first efforts
were concerned with the No. 100 Graze Fuze, the first British

fuze of this type used in the Great War.

In fact, this Company's work on the No. 100 Graze Fuze was the first attempt
that had ever been made in Canada ta manufacture a sheli fuze of any description.

This contract was secured in the summer of 1915, the initial order being for only
500,000, and only 700,000 were manufactured altogether when the No. 100 was
superseded by the improved No, 101.

However insignificant thîs work may now seemn ini the light of subsequent
outputs, the fact remains that the Canadian history of the manufacture of this type
of munitions starts with the No. 100 Graze Fuze in the factory of the Company.
Many things have happened since that the Company can justly be proud of, but still
in the 'Frst Contract," the beginning of it ail so far as the Dominion is con-
cerned, there is something that should flot be forgotten, and should not be over-
looked, in the Munition Records of Canada.

A careful study of the plates showing the parts of the No. 100 and No. 101 Graze
Fuze wiIl indicate the difference in the mechamism of the two. The No. 101 was
considered a great improvement over the No. 100 and completely superseded it. The
diagramn of No. 100 Graze Fuze is shown facing the following page.
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No. 3 PLANT

No. 1 l5th

No. 3 6th

0F RUSSELL I4OTOR CAR COMPANY, LIMITED

UNDER CONSTRUCTION

September, 1916. No. 2- 29th September, 1916.

October, 1916. No. 4- 27th October, 1916.

The first contract for No. 100 fuzes was successfuliy compieted in the summer of

1916. So urgent was the demnand from the Front for munitions that the Company had

hardly finished this contract when itwas giventhe task of increasing its daîiy production

four-foId, in an incredibly short time. This meant larger premises, more machinery,

a new army of cmployees and extraordinary efforts on the part of ail concerned.

The pictures above show how the initial job-getting the necessary factory

space--was handled, and ail in 42 days.
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GAUCES 'n INSPECTION
SF the doing of it were flot so important the telling might become tire-
some this business of gauges and inspection.

No secret service system was ever so thorough, s0 persistent, so
ail pervading as the corps of inspeetors whose members guard the exits

d- from every department that no part go through without their knowledge,
and who are to be found at your very elbow ready to pass judgment on

the work you have just set down.

No. 4-SMALL PARTS SHOP INSPECTION ROOM.

No. S.-FINAL GOVERNMENT INSPECTION ROOM,



Not even do the bars when first drawn at the mnilis escape them, for these too

are subjected to the minutest scrutiny for detecting the faintest traces of flaws and

defects.

And in the manufacture of the fuze inspection follows inspection-not a single

operation is overloaked.

The first series of inspection is carried on at the machines themselves. Every

part is inspected as it is produced, and the unsatîsfactory parts discarded or finished

properly before going further.

There are a sufficient number of inspectars to pass upon the output of each

machine as it is finished. Ordinarîly one inspectar can handie the output of two

machines. Often two are needed for three machines; sometimes an inspector 10

each machine, whereas in the simpler operations one inspector may handie the output

of a battery of four or five.

Following this inspection is the final shop inspection. This is carried on in special

quarters in each department. The number of inspectors for a department ranges

fromt 80 to 95 people, depending upon the output and part under inspection. Here a

'hundred per cent.," over-aIl inspection is made of every detail of the part, duplicating

every previous inspection. In thtis inspection 235 government and 50 working gauges

are used for the No. 80 fuze, 162 for the Na. 101, and 28 gauges for the 9.2 sheil. The

total number of gauges bought and used by the Company and government inspectors

was 9,296.

A large portion of the plant is set aside for the use of government inspectors,

who pass on the product approved by the Companys inspectors before it leaves the

factory.

SUMMARY 0F TOTALS

In ail, there are in the three fuze plants 1,489 inspectors ta pass upon the product

of 4,634 workers, a ratio of 3 to 1. The ratio in the sheli plant is somewhat

wider on account of the difference in type of work, which allows most of the work-

men to use gauges themselves in the prelimninary inspection. But even here we

have 127 governmnent and Company inspectors whose whole time is devoted 10

passing on a daily output of 800 sheils.

Governmnent Russell Gauges EmpinlayeegStf
Inspectors Inspectors Used nd Inudn taff

101 Fuze 112 650 162 2363

80 Fuze.. .. 100 500 285 1000

9,2 Shell. 38 89 28 821

52
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Cons/ruclion and f4anufacfure
of' 9.2 IiGil EXLSIVE SIIELL

HE big 9.2 howitzer was throwiug ils 290 pound projectile4P~i nto the Hun trenches nearly 9000 yards distant. The
five-mile journey was accomplished by ecd sheil in thirty-five
seconds, a rate of more than 500 miles an hour. Standing
directly behind the breech I could distinctly sec the 9.2 sheil
as it left the muzzle and started on its sinister errand.''

So writes Frederic Coleman in an article in one of the current magazines. 1 read this
description shortly after I had inspected
the Company's Plant No, 2, where they
are turning out about two hundred tons
of these brutes every day, and it appeared
to, me that thc writer had used commend-
able judg ment in choosing to watch these
shells from the breech of the howitzer.
There is nothing dainty or clever about
a 9.2. There are no cunningly fashioned
mechanisms and no shining brass sur-
faces. No delicate springs to delight the
eyc. Nothing at all but two hundred
and fifty-three pounds of sheer destruc-
tion, accustomed when it starts its travels

The big factory at
Dufferin Street, wherc

9.2, the machines in
it, the men who run
them, ail seem to have
absorbcd tic charac-
teristics of tic big High
Explosive. Here is a
place where the piece de
resistance is a 300-pound

ELECTRIC TRUCK BRINGING IN FORGINGS selfrîg n o



IIIrealize the minute your

eyes note the thick

beamed platforms, the

huge solid lathes and

drills, and the sturdy

set-up of the men, that

you are where a big job
is being done ini a big

way. And yet, although

the men who make the

9.2 are working on huger

masses of metal, the

fineness and accuracy of

their product is subject to

just as severe regulation

as we have found in the

case of the fuze. Should
CUTTNG 1 l l'OLFNTlithe inside surface of the

sheli contain the slightest irregularity the friction set up would cause a premature burst.

He nce the interior of that rough, ugly forging must be machined and polished untîl it is

as smnooth and as perfect as plate glass. Likewise the outside surface finish, the exact

contour, the machining of the base plug, are of higli importance and subject to the most

scrupulous inspection, and caîl for most skilful artisanship. Three separate pieces of

mnetal figure in the completed sheli as it is shipped fromn Duff erin Street to the loadîng

plant: the sheil proper, the base plug, and the copper band. The manufacture of the

sheil itself naturally comes first and ils processes are more complicated than the others.

The sheils are reccived in the plant in the form of rough forgings, weighing about 300

pounds. These are brought into the plant from the loading platform on small electric

trucks, as shown on page 55, large euough to accommodate seven forgings and a driver.

The first operation on the forging, shown in the upper illustrations on pages 55 and 58, is

drilling the nose. An air hoist places the forging on a turn table where there are saddles

for two sheils. The drill bores

one sheil at a lime, and while the

machining of one goes on the

operator removes the finîshed

one and puts another in place.

There are five drills working on

the nose and the boring takes

about a minute.
At the finish of the bore

the sheil is measured from the

shoulder of the fuze hole and

marked for the next operation,

which is cutting off the end of

the forging to proper length, as

shown above, the forging being

affixed in a revolving chuck and

rotated against a ctittiflg tool. CLOSE-UP VIEW ROUGH TURNING

. .. ........... ..... ...........



Following the cutting off of
the forging to length, the out-
side surface of the sheil is rough
turned (as shown on pages 56
and 58). This operation is
done on Bridgeford lathes,
two turning tools being used
for the work. One of these
tools machines the diameter of
the sheil as it revolves on the
arbor, while the other, running
with a link motion on a cam,
turns and shapes the nose.

The boring operation,
CLOS-TP VIEW BORING DEPARTMENT

shown opposite, which roughs
the interior of the sheil, as the previous one did the outside, completes the rough
work. As a matter of fact so fine is the work that this machine turns out almost a
finished operation. Three cutting tools are used-a four..bladed rougher, a two-
bladed rougher for the bore and profile of the nose, and a two-bladed finishing tool.
One of the machines in the background shows the latter in place. The position of
the sheil in the chuck is shown in the foreground. After each operation, not only
on this but on ail the machines, the operator gauges and, where necessary, refin-
ishes the job, or if imperfections show through in the metal he rejects the forging.

Up to this point the operations on the shell have ail been in the nature of roughing

GENERAL VIEW BORING DEPARTMENT



GENERAL VIEW DRILLING FUZE MOLE AND NOSE 0F SH-ELL

GENERAL VIEW 0F ROUGH TURNING DEPARTMENT
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FINISHING THE FUZE HOLE

processes. The illus-
tration shown on page
58 goes back to the
fuze hole, the drilling
of which was the first
thing donc, and fin-
ishes it with the ex-
ception of cutting thc
thrcad, which is donc
later on. The opera-
tor, using a scating
tool, reains and bores
the nose hole to the
exact dimension
prcscribed by the
gaugcs, The lcft
hand illustration and

the illustration on the right show
the machinery and processes
involved in putting the finished
surface on the diameter and nose
of the sheli. Maintenance of the
proper condition of the tools in
this and similar work is of the
utmost importance. Most of these
tools have been designed in the
Company's machine shop, and are
of a superior type for this sort of
work. At the same time the

COUNTERBORING BASE END

cLOSE-UP VIEW FINISHED TURMNG

quality and quantity of work
turncd out dcpcnds absolutely

upon the skill of the operator
not upon the dcpth of cut his
tool makes, for his quickness
in gctting the finished job out
and the new job in but in bis
knowledgc of just what dcpth
cut his tool will do most cifici-
ently, and just when it ought to
be replaccd with a sharper one.
]Before the bore of the shcll
can be finishcd thc base cnd
has to be counterbored. This
counterbore is later threaded,

j



GENERAL VIEW FINISHING TURNING

GENERAL VIEW COUNTERBORING BASE END



for screwing on the base plug.

The illustrations on pages 59 and
60 show the operator gauging the
finished counterbore.

The final operation on the

outside diameter is that of cut-
ting and waving the groove (as
shown opposite and in lower
illustration on page 62). This
groove is a cut about four inches

in width and .27 inches deep,
about one-fifth of the way up
from the base end. Into this
is later pressed the baud o!
copper, as shown on page 63,

CLOSE-UP VIEW
GROOVING AND

WAVING

which engages
the rifling of the
gun and im-
parts to the sheli
the revolvîng

motionIN INwEBAE0hSELwhc s hpd

keeps t on



FINISHING GRINDING INSIDE 0F SHELL

GENERAL VIEW GROOVING AN.D WAVING DEPARTMENT
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PRELIMINARY GOVERNMENT INSPECTION

After the sheil is grooved, the bore is polished ta a glassy finish with emery.

The sheil is seated on a carrnage and moved forward and back until the emery covered

rotating arms have thoroughly

polished every inch of surface

(as shown on page 62).
The milling of the nose

and adapter end is shown on

page 61. The milling of the

nase is shown in the general

view, while the close-up is an

excellent illustration of the

operations on the base end.* In
both instances the sheli is held

in a slowly revolving chuck

while the cutting tool milîs

the thread.
At this point in the manu-

facture the shell is subjected

ta a preliminary 1000/ govern-
mient inspection, as shown

above. Every dimension is

gauged for a "go" and "no

go," and the sheil is given a

thorougli visional inspection.
APPLYING COPPER BAND ON SHELL

63



At this point the sheils that
are not passed are rejected on

account of imperfections in the
steel, or sent back for the cor-

rection of some minor defect.
The shelis that are accepted are
next fltted with the copper rifling

band (shown on page 63). The
band is heated in electric heat-
ers to an intense red heat and
then pressed into the groove on
a band press. The copper, soft-
ened by the intense heat, flows

ROUGH TURNINO ADAPTER BODY into the waves and undercut as
the pressure is applied. When

the copper band has been put on, the sheil and adapter are assembled. The manufac-

turing processes on the adapter follow in a way those of the sheli itself. The first is

roughing the forging to shape and to size. Following this the wrench holes are drilled,
which are used in screwing the adapter into the sheli (illustration shown on page 66).
The threading operation follows, a thread being cut to correspond to that cut in the

base of the sheil (illustration shown on page 66).
The sheli and adapter are assembled by hand, as this method bas been found to

give better resuits than the machinery formnerly used. In the process following, the

adapter and end of the sheli are faced, the adapter being rivetted to the sheli while

GENERAL VIEW MACHINING ADAPTERS



SHELL BAKING OVENS

GENERAL VIEW BAND TURNING DEPARTMENT



before thi
requireme

ingenious
varnishes
shell is

even spra
moves SI

FAC

the facing is going on (illus-

tration shown below). The
resuits of this process are

such as not only to machine
an absolutely smooth surface
finish but to produce a job so

complete that it is scarcely
possible to detect the line
where the adapter and the

sheil corne together.
As complete as was the

finish turning of the bore of

the sheli, which as you will
remember, was ground with

MILLIN THREAD ON ADAPTER

ilarise shelisr arees thens

s~~ole intac the bakingtoth

ntoen on aoer car (as show

inilsration on page 675)os h

atorandn thanemn vanihisbae

theo thed shei ise thel tTrn

atinger ofnin th copebnda

y~~hw on pagess 65 and 67.cios

oThe band isd trned tThex

surfacedo h sheliar thus

ain the vashi an utsd

diamefte lager thand the

ING ND AD RVETTNO BSE F PGsbrfae of the un ll mease



from the face of the rifling.
When the sheil is fired the
soft copper is forced into the
grooves of the rifling and
imparts the rotary motion to

The weight of the sheli
is of the utmost importance
in the calculations of the
artillerist, and the Govern-
mental regulations regarding
weights are very strict. This

VARNISHING INSIDE 0F SHELL inspector weighs every sheli

made, and requires that
ecd sheli weigh more than two hundred and forty-nine pounds twelve ounces, and
no more than two hundred and fifty-three pounds twelve ounces.

After finally being inspected
and approved, the shelis are
held in bond until time for
their crating and shipment (as
shown on page 68). On each

of these sheils are put marks
telling its complete history,
with information concerning
weight, hardness and quality
of steel and other things
indispensable at the loading
plant and for the calculations

in artillery fire.

The manufacture of crates
suitable and durable enough
to carry the 9.2 on its journey

CLOSE-Up VIEW TURNING COPPER BAND

across the Atlantic
and tien to the
depot at the front is
a separate industry in
itself. Only the best
made crates could
possibly stand the
trip. (Illustration of
boxing and siippîng
is shown on page 68).

W-- - qu-

GOVERNMENT INSPECTING SHELLS FOR WEIGHT



GOVERNMENT BOND ROOM SHOWING SHELLS AWAITING SHIPMENT

BOXING AND SHIPPING SHELLS
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TUE TrOOL ROON
ISIT almost any factory. Someone will take you around and
explain carefully and enthusiastically ail the processes-from
the floor where the rough machining is done to the shipping
room where a small lampblacked youth-who once was a blonde
perhaps-is stencilling addresses on packing boxes. As you are
going out you will notice a long room filled with men and machinery

that you haven't visited. The men look a bit older and more experienced than the
others you have seen, and the machinery is of ail sorts and descriptions. Curiosity

GENERAL VIEW TOOL ROOM

aroused, you ask about it, "In there? 0 1 that's the Tool Room. They make
tools there," They didn't do that in the Company's plant. Maybe because My guide
was a pretty well informed person and was not afraid of my asking questions he
couldn't answer, but mainly because the Company's Tool Room has a reputation
for being one of the best on the American Continent.

The work that this shop has done has been of the first importance in the success
of the Company. To their original designs, both of tools and of special machinery,
can be credîted much of the volume now being turned out. Many of the tools and
jigs which have proved so practical, and so much quicker and easier to run than the
aider types, were designed by these men who spend most of their day under a

shower of sparks that spring ta if e when the emery wheel grits its teeth and tackles
a slab of high speed steel-men are employed in this shop, the majority of them
mnechanics of the highest skill.I Ht



14'on/sof Tools and Cauges
0f no less interest than the manufacture of tools are the records kept of the

hundreds of them, and of the hundreds of gauges that are used ini the inspection
processes. Even gauges will wear, and even though it is a wear that is scarcely
to be detected by the most delicate of measuring methods, the space of one ten-
thousandth part of an inch to a manufacturer of fuzes and shelîs is a fact as real
and important as a thousand miles. A miss is as bad as a mile in very fact-and
worse-and a thousandth of an inch may well mean a miss-a failure te explode-
the minor item of hundreds of dollars worth of steel, brass, explosive and time,
the major fact of our brave Canadians left eut on the field-and done for the
benefit of the Hun.

it is no small task to maintain the correctness of each gauge-for there are no
less than 285 of them used in the inspection of the small No. 80 fuze alone.

And, as you watch the hundreds of manufacturing processes carried out on the
lathes and drills, and realize that a great number of these are special processes
devised by Russell experts to speed production and reduce costs, it will occur to you
that the records kept of tools are a record of anether achievement. These tools are an
achievement. The men who turn them out are more than mechanics. To conceive
them means to conceive the whole great job. To produce them demands a degree
of vision and practical imagination that is found not everywhere, nor every day.
They have saved, literally, hundreds of thousands of dollars. They have added
hundreds cf thousands cf finished fuzes te the production record. And the men who
conceived them, designed thema and produced them did it inl almost ne time at ahl,
for there was ne time.

It was as big a job as any the Company was up against, this problem of new
designs, and its rapid and successful solution adds as much credit te the Second
Line cf Offence as any other thing done since thue work began.



BEHIND Ie LINES
_HE story of the Aladdin the practicability of an extensive invest-

growth of the Company's ment in welfare work might well be
factores inquestioned. Major accidents

answe r-are very rare in work
îngthe f this type-bruisedU i callfingers and minoir

for munitions contusions makre

would not be up the vast

complete with- aoiy f

out describ- cases ent-

ing the coin- cred on the

pany hospital. books in the

With the Mie 11HeadNurse 's

of a munition office. Until

plant neces- a f ew months

sarily limited ago neither

and fai ng the Govern-

the passibil- ment nor any

ity of termin- officiai body

ation ait any time, 71interested in the

WOMEN'S FIRST AID AND LOUNGE ROOM
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MEN'S FIRST AID ROOM

manufacture of munitions had considered it necessary to make any regulation
covering the care of workers.

In spite of this, a definite policy providing for injuries, sickness, and for looking
after both the physical and mental condition of ail employees, was adopted by the
Company at the very beginning of their work.

There are two large rest roms, each equipped with couches, and the girls are
at liberty to use them when they are so inclined. Two trained nurses are in
attendance at ail times, and two doctors who have specialized in the type of accidents
that characterize munitions manufacture visit the plant three times a day, and May
be secured at a moment's notice.

The hospital records about 5,000 treatments per month-but this figure is much
larger than it seems, for it includes single cases that are recorded on the books from,
two to, twenty-five times-depending on the seriousness of the accident. The hospital
staff does not confine its attention to accidents happening within the shop. Its purpose
is the maintenance as far as possible of the highest standard of physical well being
among the employees. The purpose of the rest room and the canteen is similar.
It is the Company's theory, and facts have proved it to be true, that factory efficiency
varies directly with not only the physical, but the mental condition of those who are
doing the work. And that is why any employee may go and eat when she gets hungry
or get rest and recreation when she is tired. Neither a hungry person nor a tired
person is an efficient worker. A ten minute rest when you are fagged; rolis and
coffee when you are thinkîng more of feeding yourself than your machine, wîll help
you to do more than sixty minutes work in the next fifty.
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SPEAIKINGof MUNITIONS

THE WOMFN~S LUNCH ROOM PLANT No. 3

IIERE arc lunchcl roanis for bath men and wamen-open night and
~( day. To the credit of those who are in charge, they are indeed

spick atid span niodels that the average public restaurant could
cm uflate ta itS eVCrlaLsting advantage. By an arrangement the

Comnpany lias an outside caterer serve the lunch room. They
give theni space. lighit. hcat, etc., free of charge, in order that the employees may be

chiarged a very nominal aniaunt for the food. The tables and counters are of marbie,

and mowst s;anitary and attractive ini appearance. About 4,000 people are fed here

each dlay.

Each woaman has an individual, sanitary locker space. By an ingeniaus arrange-

ment of these the incoming and outgoing shifts do flot interfere with each

other in any way.

. . .. .........



WAR SAVINGS CERTIPICATES
~ HE workers of the Russell plants have, in another and in a very

substantial way, shown the genuineness of their interest in their
country's welf are. They have flot only given their lime and their
labor that the forces of Demnocracy may be firmly and forever estab-
lished, but they have given their earnings. And il must bc said that
the very generous and freely given assistance of the Company

in organizing the complicated and expensive installment system of War Savings
Certificate purchase, has been an important factor in the large number of Certiticates
taken up. There are two systems of instaliment buying, one extending the paysmlenlt ove r
a period of five pay days, and the other over seven. In order to stimulate.and mnaintain
an active interest in the Certificates, the factories have organized themseý,lves int

WAR SAVINGS CERTIFICATES
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teamns each tcami reprcsenting a floor. A trophy is awarded at the end of each month

and stays in thc possession of the floor with the highest amount invested until that

record is beaten by some other floor

The clerical expenses and those of keeping the records are ail financed by the
Company. Theý habit of Certificate buying is increasingly popular, and as mucli as

$100,000 lias beeon subscribed for. With the staff reduced to 500, $80,000 in Victory
Loan Bonds wcre subscibed for in les% than one week, an average of $160.00 per

ernployee. Tere areý a large fiber of workers whose patriotisrn, combined with
far-sighted C0o1nion1 senise, lias becen the means of their investing hundreds of
dollars In the loan an amounit whichi in the ycars to corne will prove of substantial
assistance in very niany ways, Cases whevre generous earnings of the war years are
wasted are not unknown, but they are ver-y few compared with the general attitude
of savïig and iave-stîng.

A GROUP OF WILLING SUBSCRIbERS TO WAR SAVINGS CERTIFICATES
AND) VICTORY BONDS

'Iq-, ýc



A LEITER THAT IS PRIZED

October Firth,

Dear Ur. Harri.

I desi r. ta expreao on behair or the imperial

Uur.itions Board, Our appreclation of' the manner in wbîajh

you bave filled your contracte for the produ.ction of

titi. and gratis futes. 1 amn particularly gratifled withi

the reporte whiah we bave reolved froti Lond1on as ta

the high percun'age of the fuzes which haive been faund

up to standard.

1 amn sure these excellent resulte and the

deliveriea In contract period could only have been

aecured through the ao-operation of the large farce

of moen and wotion who have so efficiently served you

during the progres of these contracte.

Xay 1 ask you to cortvey to the rnernÙr3 of

your staff, and the workmen and workw3men, this ex-

pression 0f our approajation of what has tean damn.

Faithfully yours,

Lloyd Harris, Enq.,
President, Russell Motor Car Co., L.tâ.,

TORONTO.



IvIE11NG apý EI'IERRGENCY
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STREET RMLWAY STRIKE
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HIS page graphically cm-n
phasizes the wisdom of
preparedncss. When, in
July, 1917, the threat of
a street railway strike
hung over the city, the

Company took the stcps nccessary to ensuire
the minimumiiii of delay in the production of
muniiitions. The schedule here shown was
drawn up and dlistrîiutcd to the employces,
anid III the subsequent dislocation of trans-
portation facilities, it proved invaluiable in

MOTOR BUSSS COVRyING EMPLOVEEFFS HOME FROM
Ki',(, AND-I DUNCAN ',TRF.kTS PLANT

I EAVING I)UI 1-IiRIN ,TE PLANT

cenabtlin-g our workers to
rcachi their cemploymenw t
wîth'out 1095 of timie or
encergy. Motor busses and
trucks were called inito
action to convey the emnploy-
ces from and to the nicarcst
corner to their respective
homes, and flot only did this
prevent any serious inter-
ruption in the ouitput Of
munitions, but it demion-
strated the interest of the
Company ini the individual

-as well as the national
welfare.
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INTERESTING FACTS
Seven hundred and five miles of mnaterial (sufficient to caver a straight

fine fram Taranto, ta Chicaga) macle 4,500,000 (;iaze Fuzes. Bar steel accaunted
for 2,287,209 feet and brass; rod for 1,437,125 feet.

The steel weiglied 18,903,570 Ibs. and the brass 519,880 lbs.

Eiglht million Time and (;raz7e Fuzes% kept aur warkers busy for 570 days.
T'ho production sheets showed:

3,450,000 Trime, Fuizes in 457 days.
4,500,000 Graie Fuizes in 554 days.

185,000 Shlls in 559 days.

The total fuze prioductioni requîired 18,903,570 lbs. af steel and 12,358,480 lb,
afi bras,,

Tt mnaking i 3,450,000 Tliie Fuzcs usd p 5,919 tans of brass.

P1rodtuctiosi in Graze ce rcached 650,000 in June that îs, 21,600 a day
15 il minute oir oile every four seconds.

Womenci Llbour performcd 70 pier cent. of the work on fuzes.

Place ttc %helis madle by the Russel1 iarganizatian end ta end, and they represent
50 miile, i effective restr-aint an Germlanl mlilitarism.,

Twa baýttleships)!, type af H1,M,S. Hericules (20,000 tons) and H.M.S. Invincible
(18.750 tanswý) couild lie conistruictedl frrai thec steel used ini the production ai shelis
and fesby the Rselorgaiz1atian.

Riissil i munitionis platst emplýoyed 2,942 mnaies and 3,016 f emales -- in ail, 5,958
diriing tht eio a)CiL( maxIimumllgl production. Foremen and superintendents are flot
iincluded in these% figulres.

j l'lieh execuitian i the work calledl for 256,052 square feet ai floor space--nearly
six acres.

j The Comipanty's Cafeteria at the Graze Fuze Plant served 4,000 meals a day
durinig the period ai miaximnumi production.

The C payspay-roll was the largest reported ta the Ontario Workmen's
Compllensation Board during 1917. It amiounted ta river $3,500,000 for the year.

War Savings Certificates ta the extent of $100,000 were sold ta Russell employees.

Five hundred ai the Russell staff invested $80,000 in Victory Bonds, averaging
$160 froni cach employee.
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LATJBR DFYELOPMENTS
în August last, several changes have been made in the Russeill
organization since the compilation of this book was started.

o,,For instance, the equipment previously used for making the
9.2" sheil is now turning out 6-inch shelîs.

With a large quantity of valuable machinery idle on its
hands, the Company sought and found an opening for the use of a substantial
portion of this equîpment, by securing a contract for anti-aircraft gun mounts from
the Department of the Navy of the United States.

For the execution of this contract a plant was purchased at 93 Dewey Avenue,
BtTafla, N.Y., the Company thus extending its sphere of wartime usefulness in
co-operation with aur Allies across the border,

The undertaking of this important contract in the United States necessitated
several changes iin the personnel of the Company's organization.

A Company known as Russell Motor Car Company, Incorporated, was organized
iii the United States, and Mr. C. R, Burt resigned his position as Assistant General
Manmage r of the Canadian Company to become General Manager of the United States
Conlipanly. Mr. H. D. Scully was appointed Assistant General Manager of the Cana-
diani Cornipaniy in Mr. Burt's place, and Mr. J. W. Widdup became Secretary in place
o)fMr. Scuilly. Iii addition several members of the Company's factory organùization were
tranisferrcd ta the United States Company, which has now commenced operations.

The Compaay has closed Plants Nos. 1 and 4, and moved ils Head Office to
Plant No. 2, at thie Corner of King and Dufferin Streets, Toronto.

While the Comnpaniy's chie! work at present is the carrying out of the 6-înch sheil
canitract, it is again enltering the commercial field, in which it is fanding a market for
screw mnachiine products and ather mnetal articles for which its equipment is suitable.

BUFFALO PLANT 0F RUSSELL MOTOR CAR CO.
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DIRECTORS

A. E. AmES T. A. RUSSELL
C. R. BURT E. B. RYCKMAN
LLOYD HARRIS H. D. SCULLY

J. N. SHENSTONE

OPERATING MUNITIONS FACTORIES AS FOLLOWS:

PLANT No. 1-Brock Building, Corner of King Street West and Duncan
Street, Toronto.

PLANT NO. 2 Ormsby Building, King Street West and Dufferin Street,
Toronto.

PLANT No. 3-Corner of Dufferin and Liberty Streets, Toronto.
PLANT No. 4-Purman Building, 265 Adelaide Street West, Toronto.

AFFILIATED COMPANIES:

CANADA CYCLE & MOTOR Co., LIMITED, Weston, Ontario.
Manufacturers of Bicycles, Skates and Bicycle Accessories.

Branches at Montreal, Winnipeg and Vancouver.

MACHINE AND STAMPING COMPANY, LiMITED, TORONTO, ONTARIO.

THE MOTOR CAR INDUSTRY

The Company sold ils Motor Car business to WiIlys-Overland Lunutted, in
October, 1915, taking payment in shares in the latter Company, in which it ha$ a
substantial interest.

RUSSELL MOTOR'CAR CO., INC., 93 Dewey Ave., Buffalo, N.Y.

President -

Vice-Presiden
General Man
Treasurer

- - LLOYD HARRIS
t - - T. A. RUSSELL
ager - C. R. BURT

- - - H. D. SCULLY

DIRECTORS
C. R. BURT B. A. LiNDERMAN
LLOYD HARRIS T. A. RUSSELL

E. B. RYCKMAN
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RUSSELL MOTOR CAR COMPANY, LIMITED
HEAD OFFICE

Corner of Dufferin and King Street West, Toronto, Canada

OFFICERS. 1917
President - - - LLOYD HARRIS
Vice-President and General Manager -T. A. RUSSELL
Assistant General Manager - C. R. BURT
Secretary - - - - -H. D. SCULLY



Officiai Munition Workers- Service Badge, issued by the Imperial Munitions
Board. A new bar is added for each six months' service. Some

of the Company's workers now boast of four bars.

The Company's Identifîcatîon Badge for Employees.
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